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Label the parts of the cat’s face shown below.

ears eyes nose whiskers teeth tongue

Match the body part to what it does.

 Ears see

 Eyes feel

 Nose hear

 Whiskers grab prey and chew

 Teeth smell
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True or false? 
Read the sentences. Write T (true) or F (False) in each box. 

1. Cats can point their ears forwards and backwards. 

2. Cats have smooth tongues. 

3. Cats have soft pads on the bottoms of their feet. 

4. All cats are white or black. 

5. Cats can smell where other cats have been. 

One and more than one
Find the word that means more than one in the Cats booklet 
for each of the following words:

Leg  

Ear  

Tooth 

Tail  

Nose 

Tongue 

Whisker 

Claw 

Foot  
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What are they used for?
Put the number of the body part next to the words that 
show how they help the cat.

Help the cat balance     

Help the cat land softly    

Help the cat climb      

Help the cat groom itself    

Help the cat climb and grasp things  

Help the cat sneak up quietly on prey 

Help the cat defend itself    

Write two things that cats use their tongues for.

1. Claws 2. Tail 3. Soft pads on feet
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Which Cat?
Look at the photos of the three cats below. Write a 
description of two of the cats and read them to someone 
else. Ask the person to name the cat you have described.

Casey DaisyMaisie

Description 1: This cat …

Name of cat?

Description 2: This cat …

Name of cat?
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Fill in the blanks

When a cat is feeling frightened or aggressive it arches its 

 and puffs out its .  

Cats make friendly greetings by  against 

someone, by touching  or giving  
butts.

You can tell how a cat feels by the position of its tail.  

If the tail is up, the cat is feeling .

If the tail is down, the cat is feeling  .

The position of a cat’s ears also help you know how they 
are feeling.

When a cat is happy and alert, its ears point .

When a cat is feeling threatened and ready to fight, its 

ears point .

Rhymes with cat
Write all the words you can think of that rhyme with cat.
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Name four sounds that cats make and what they mean:
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Word Find
Word meanings:

What word means an animal hunted or caught for food?

p 

What word means active at night time?

n 

What word on page 6 means to clean?

g 

What word on page 11 means happy?

c 

Find words in the booklet to fill in the blanks for these 
word sets. The first one is done for you.

hunt hunted hunting

rub rubbed

grabbed grabbing

eat ate

chew chewing

removed removing

lick licked
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About a Cat

If you have a cat, fill in the information form below about 
it. If you don’t have a cat, find someone who has, and 
write about their cat.

Name of cat: 

Age of cat: 

Tomcat or queen? 

Fur colour: 

Eye colour: 

What it eats: 

What it drinks: 

Where does it sleep? 

Write something else about this cat.
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